
SCALABROS S.R.L.
SNEEZE SHIELD

Our product, is composed of three pieces: a transparent panel (made of PMMA) and two support feet. It provides a protective barrier
during face-to-face interactions
It is available with or without central opening, which could work as a pass-through slot for most documents.

Installation
Remove the protective film from both sides.
In order to remove the film, it is sufficient to start from a corner (FIG.1), lifting it up with your fingers,  without using tools, such as
screwdriver,  cutter,  keys,  etc.  During  this  process,  be  careful  not  to  hit  the  panel  against  sharp  edges,  which  could  scratch  it
irreparably.
Proceed with the installation of the support feet, which are the same, inserting the hooks into the holes of the foot. (FIG. 2 e 3). The
insertion can be considered correct, if the hooks protrude from the opposite side of the foot.
Once the foot is pushed completely against the panel, push the panel down (FIG. 4), in order to match the inferior sections of the parts
(FIG. 5).
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Insertion of the
hooks into the
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Right position of

the foot
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Pushing the panel

down
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Right position of

the foot

            TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

MODELS L
[cm] A [cm]

P
[cm] B [cm] C [cm]

Protection 
65x75

65 75 25 39 21

Protection 
75x65

75 65 25 39 21

Protection 
100x75 100 75 25 39 21

Protection 
100x100

100 100 25 39 21

For quantities above 5 pieces, it is 
possible to ask for customization

Maintenance
Be careful when you clean the panel, because it can be easily scratched losing its transparency.
Use a soft cloth with water and neutral detergent.
DO NOT use alcohol-base products, solvents, acids, which could damage the product.
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